Educational Resources on St. Kateri Tekakwitha

Encyclopedia Entries


Books

Unless noted otherwise, all books are paperback editions and all titles are available online from the publisher and Amazon.com.


Salt and Light producers. *In Her Footsteps: The Story of Kateri Tekakwitha*, 2012. DVD; biography and history of her followers and canonization. Available online from the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions and the Tekakwitha Conference.


Thiel, Mark G., and Christopher Vecsey, editors. *Native Footsteps along the Path of Saint Kateri Tekakwitha*, Milwaukee: Marquette University Press with the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions, 2012. 276 pages, hard cover, illustrated. 38 biographies, histories, historical documents, and recollections primarily by American Indian followers. Available at Indian Summer Festival at the Honor Resource Center (Omro, Wisconsin) booth and online from the Bureau of Catholic Indian Missions and the Tekakwitha Conference.

**Archival Special Collections**

The special archival collections at Marquette University contain many important photographs, writings, and sound and video recordings about St. Kateri Tekakwitha and her American Indian followers, a number of which were selected for the video – The Legacy of Saint Kateri Tekakwitha – and the book – *Native Footsteps Along the Path of Saint Kateri Tekakwitha*. To learn more, we invite you to browse “Digital Collections” <http://cdm16280.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/> and “Search the Collections”, http://www.marquette.edu/library/archives/Finding.shtml using keywords “Kateri” or “Tekakwitha” and to contact archivist Mark G. Thiel, CA, mark.thiel@marquette.edu, (414) 288-5904.
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